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1. Non-technical Summary 

1.1. The process 

The intention was to hold local waste reduction workshops of the same quality level in each 

target country, therefore the activity leader, Multisalva provided an implementation toolkit, 

including: 

• an implementation guide for both a local waste reduction forum and workshop and 

for a country level forum  

• a template for the implementation report on the local waste reduction forum and 

workshop and the country level forum. 

Within the framework of A.T3.2., all partners listed under point 1.2 organised 

a) one local waste reduction forum and workshop in a small town of the vicinity of 

the place of the implementation of the planned pilot actions in Act. T2.2. These 

workshops consisted of two modules:  

1) One for local and regional level public authorities and environment protection 

agencies, moderated by professionals to identify where legislative changes and 

joint actions could improve the water quality. 

2) The second one was a forum to introduce the “plastic-free waterside” toolkit for 

local responsible like entrepreneurs, local governments, NGOs, riverside holiday 

resorts or restaurants, including practical solutions for plastic waste reduction 

around riversides. The aim of the toolkit was helping the waste reduction efforts 

of entrepreneurs of the general public inter alia by sharing the best practices of 

the European Week for Waste Reduction (EWWR) actions of HAEE. 

b) one country level forum in a waterfront city of all the countries listed under point 

1.2. The timing of the roundtable discussions was harmonised with the appearance 

of the FLEX Exhibition in the region if possible. The locally discussed issues of the 

regional roundtables were elevated to national level.  

The ongoing Russia-Ukraine war, however, resulted in a force majeure situation, thus the 

Ukrainian roundtables could not be realised. In all the other venues, first a regional forum 

was held, which, at a later phase of the project cycle, was followed by a country-level 

roundtable, where besides the local stakeholders, public and private institutions discussed 

the water and waste management issues to be addressed in the vicinity. The roundtables 

started with professional, awareness raising presentations and were supposed to end in 

interactive workshops – via the world cafe method - involving all the participants. The 

organisers encountered difficulties during the implementation of the interactive workshops 

due to lack of professional facilitators and former practice- the documented guidance wasn’t 

always sufficient to fulfil the expectations of an interactive workshop. 

Three of the regional roundtables have been realised in 2021, the first of which was the 

Hungarian one, implemented by HAEE in Tokaj. This roundtable had the largest number of 

participants as well, altogether 63 people. The regional roundtables were followed by 

national roundtables within 3-4 months. The location of the two types of roundtables 
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differed: while the local forums were organised in smaller towns of the action area, the 

country-level events took place in major cities of the target region. The venue, however, 

was always a prestigious place, a conference room of e.g., a hotel building or a theatre. Last 

in line was the Slovak country-level roundtable, organised by ASRD in Kosice. The 

presentations, panel discussions and workshops focused mainly on the analysis of the 

situation, awareness raising, and the joint discussion of the possible measures aimed at 

solving the waste management issues to improve surface water quality– on local, regional, 

national, and transnational levels. 

The audience of both the regional and the country-level roundtable discussions was really 

diverse, involving representatives from a broad spectrum of stakeholders. It consisted of 

local public authorities (the municipalities of the target area or nature parks, such as the 

Hortobágy National Park Directorate), national public authorities (e.g. the Ministry of 

Environment, Water and Forests in Romania, The Slovak Water Management Enterprise or 

the Ministry of Technology and Innovations in Hungary), sectoral agencies (e.g. LLC 

Zakarpatekovtorsyrovyna Waste Management Company, the Serbian Environmental 

Protection Agency), interest groups including NGOs (e.g. the Serbian Solid Waste Association, 

Save Nature by Čivas from Slovakia, the River advisory of Ruse from Bulgaria), higher 

education and research institutions (e.g. Technical University Varna, Bulgaria), other 

institutions, and last but not least the general public. 

After each of the regional or country level roundtables, implementation reports were filled 

out within 3 weeks by the organising party. Multisalva Association assessed the submitted 

implementation reports and prepared a template based on the assessment of the already 

submitted implementation reports to collect all the organising partners experiences for the 

improvement of later activities. In the framework of an online workshop, the difficulties, 

and morals of the already finished roundtables were discussed on 13th June 2022 based on 

the prepared presentation templates prepared by Multisalva. The partners who have already 

held their roundtables have shared their experiences for better implementation of the 

upcoming – mostly country level – roundtables. After the presentations an informal discussion 

has been held to share the most important impressions and experiences.  

In the light of the experiences of the already held roundtables, the partners realised the 

importance of choosing a proper venue, a well-structured agenda and inviting the right 

audience and speakers to the events. Despite of the difficulties and the minor shortcomings, 

all in all, the roundtables turned out to be effective and successful. 

Based on the results of the roundtable discussions we can conclude that the key to water 

quality improvement lies in prevention, thus interventions shall rather focus on this phase. 

The waste management problems of the Danube Region countries stem partially from the 

cross-border pollution of waterways. Riverine waste often originates from upstream 

countries, such as Ukraine, but illegal waste dumping is in general an enormous problem. 

On one hand, it is a consequence of insufficient infrastructure, in particular for selective 

waste collection. Moreover, public ignorance and the lack of knowledge on the proper 

disposal of communal waste is also a reason for the evolution of the problem, which is even 
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enhanced by the lack of authority. Coordination, regulation, and control is generally 

improper, and data is incomplete or inaccessible regarding the status of waste management. 

The lack of educated authorities and responsible organisations to criminalise pollution, data 

validation, lack of local awareness are the most common problems identified by participants 

of the roundtable events. 

A unified micro- and microplastic monitoring system would facilitate both the cooperation 

and the adaptation of transnational best practices, accordingly, it would contribute to 

bridging the gaps. Stakeholders of the Hungarian roundtable suggested the testing of 

pollution monitoring methods, and the most effective one – in terms of cost and information 

– shall be adopted by all EU member states. Participants of the Romanian roundtable drew 

the attention to the strategic importance of a strong collaboration between the governments 

under the coordination of EU Commission of waste and recycling management. Serbian 

stakeholders proposed the involvement of an independent monitoring agency for pollution-

data verification. In Slovakia stakeholders suggested compulsory and regular water-quality 

and waste monitoring based on water chemistry and biology, while the Bulgarians composed 

a plan for the uniform data collection. 

Current summary contains the conclusions of both the submitted implementation reports 

and the online partner discussion, including morals and recommendations for the 

continuation or for future projects and similar events. 

1.2. Schedule of the workshops and country level forums 

Country Regional National 

Hungary 13.09.2021 22.06.2022 

Bulgaria 22.10.2021 21.07.2022 

Serbia 24.11.2021 27.05.2022 

Romania 08.06.2022 29.09.2022 

Slovakia 28.06.2022 11.10.2022 

Ukraine - - 
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2. Introduction of the affected areas 

The partners were addressed to gather as up to date information on the target area – the 

centre of the investigation of the given country - as possible. First, key data has been 

collected and further specified after the roundtable discussions. 

Main data had already been at hand in the TidyUp project:  

 

Data collected by the partners before the roundtable discussions: 

  Hungary Bulgaria Serbia Romania Slovakia 

Main source of 

river waste 

The main source of river waste is communal waste. The floating riverine waste 

is mostly coming from the upstream countries and adds up as it flows further 

towards the Danube or downstream within.  

Centre of 

investigations 

and 

implementation

s/ target 

region(s) 

Upper Tisza 

region 

Ruse 

Municipality 

The 

municipality of 

Becej 

Satu Mare 

County 
Košice 

· Location: 

North Great 

Plain region, 

Eastern 

Hungary 

· Location: 

Ruse 

Proince, 

Central-

North 

Bulgaria 

· Location: AP 

Vojvodina, 

South Bačka 

District 

· Location: 

North-

western part 

of Romania 

·Location: 

Southern 

part of 

Slovakia, 

Košice Region 

· Area: 269 

km2 

· Area: 

469 km² 

· Area: 486 

km2 

· Area: 4 418 

km2 

• Area: 6 

754,3 km2 

  
Tutrakan 

Municipality 
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  Hungary Bulgaria Serbia Romania Slovakia 

  

· Location: 

Silistra 

province, 

Northeastern 

Bulgaria 

      

  · Area: 

448 km² 

      

Settlements of 

the target area 

55 

settlements 

in the 

Szatmár-

Bereg Plain 

subdivision, 

37 

settlements 

in the 

Bodrogköz 

subdivision 

14 

settlements 

in the 

municipality 

of Ruse; 15 

settlements 

in the 

municipality 

of Tutrakan 

5 settlements, 

one urban 

(Becej) and 4 

rural (Backo 

Gradiste, 

Backo Petrovo 

Selo, Milesevo, 

Radicevic) 

2 

municipalitie

s (Satu Mare 

– residence 

of the 

county, 

Carei), 4 

towns 

(Ardud, 

Livada, 

Negresti-

Oas, 

Tasnad), 59 

communes 

and 238 

villages 

440 

municipalitie

s, 17 of 

which are 

cities 

(Most 

significant 

cities: 

Nyíregyháza, 

Mátészalka, 

Nyírbátor, 

Városnamény

, Kisvárda, 

Fehérgyarma

t) 

(Most 

significant 

cities: Ruse, 

Tutrakan) 

(Most 

significant city: 

Becej) 

(Most 

significant 

city: Satu 

Mare) 

(Most 

significant 

city: Košice) 

Number of 

inhabitants in 

the target area 

265 602 - 

Szabolcs-

Szatmár-

Bereg 

County; 

37 351 

16 350 – 

Tutrakan 

region;  

330 340 802 092 
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  Hungary Bulgaria Serbia Romania Slovakia 

253 940 - 

Hajdú-Bihar 

County; 

303 271 - 

Borsod-

Abaúj-

Zemplén 

County 

181 460 Russe 

region 

Accessibility of 

communal 

waste collection 

in the target 

area (%) 

100% 100% 

Bečej 
100

% 

100% 100% 

Bačko 

Gradište 

100

% 

Bačko 

Petrovo 

Selo 

100

% 

Radičevi

ć 
99% 

Mileševo 99% 

Volume of 

municipal solid 

waste (kg/day) 

in the country 

(2018) 

1,04 

kg/day/capit

a 

1,12 

kg/day/capit

a 

0,87 

kg/day/capita 

0,74 

kg/day/capit

a 

1,13 

kg/day/capit

a 

Authorities 

responsible for 

data collection 

in the 

area/country 

Environment

al 

Supervisory 

Departments 

of the county 

level 

Governmenta

l Offices; 

Regional 

Water 

Directorates 

Ministry of 

Environment 

and Water 

and its 

departments 

in the 

country 

PUC[1] “Cistoca” 

Novi Sad; PUC 

“Komunalprojekt

” Backa Palanka; 

PUC “Progres” 

Backi Petrovac; 

UC “Komunalac” 

Maglic; LTD 

“Gloakvalis” 

Glozane, PUC 

“Beocin” Beocin; 

PUC “Cistoca” 

Zabalj; PUC 

“Graditelj” 

Srbobran; PUC 

“Temerin” 

Temerin; PUC 

“Komunalac” 

Vrbas 

Satu Mare 

County 

Council;  

Municipalitie

s and Ministry 

of the 

Environment 

of SR 

file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
file:///C:/Users/hnr/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/C86B3E87.xlsx%23RANGE!A40
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  Hungary Bulgaria Serbia Romania Slovakia 

All these PUCs 

have obligation 

to deliver data 

to the Serbian 

Environmental 

Protection 

Agency 

Environment

al Protection 

Agency Satu 

Mare 

Possible future 

partnerships or 

cooperations 

for the 

improvement of 

waste 

management 

and water 

quality 

imprvement 

·        Local governments 

·        Local NGOs 

·        National parks 

·        Students’ unions 

·        Transcarpathian Hungarian Students and Young Researchers Association 

(KMDFKSZ) - Hungary 

·        School inspectorate 

·        WWF 

·        Coca-Cola subsidiaries 

·        Forestries 

·        Tourism organisations 
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3. Successes and shortcomings 

Two roundtable discussions have been organised in all 5 countries (in Ukraine no such event 

could be realised). The very first roundtable implemented within the frames of the Tid(y)Up 

project took place on 13th September 2021 in Tokaj, Hungary, while the last one was the 

national forum of Slovakia on 11th October 2022 in Kosice. In between, 8 roundtables were 

organised in the involved partner countries: Hungary, Bulgaria, Serbia, Romania and 

Slovakia. The greatest number of participants were present on the regional forum of 

Hungary, 63 people, while the least people appeared on the Romanian national roundtable, 

only 13 participants, however, they were all representatives of national state institutions. 

On the whole, the roundtables were successful from project point of view. Practical and 

insightful presentations were held and in the framework of interactive workshops and panel 

discussions, stakeholders could exchange their ideas, knowledge and experiences on water-

related issues from alternate perspectives.  

The organisers faced some hardships and shortcomings as well. Finding the ideal location, 

timing, setting up a proper and intriguing program with active participation of a large 

number of relevant stakeholders proved to be challenging. The organisation of national 

forums went smoother based on the lessons learnt at the regional roundtables.  

Regional and Country-level Roundtables - Hungary 

Successes • The very first roundtable (in 2016) turned out to be a success 
years before the project- this provided the core idea 

• Very positive feedback from the participants 

• Rich content 

• Good speakers 

• Participants from key stakeholder organisations, even from the 
upstream countries (Romania, Ukraine) 

• Participants had the same affection to the river 

• Networking, supporting future cooperation 

• Group work to exchange ideas is successful if it’s the focus of 
the meeting 

• Already organised 6 regional roundtables before the project – 
the stakeholders are already looking forward to this event 

Difficulties • At the beginning it was totally new to the participants, they 
did not know what to expect, but all stakeholders were open 
minded and participated actively 

• if the co-creation part is after the lunch, participants easily 
disappear- they do not take that part seriously- although very 
important solutions, conclusions come from there 

• the physical conditions of the room are very important to keep 
the participants present (light, airconditioned room is 
important) 

Shortcomings • Some invitees left after the presentation block, and didn’t 
participate in the co-creation workshop and/or the site visit, 
because it was planned at the end of the event 

• it is hard to reach full commitment when the participants only 
participate at the official programmes 
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Regional and Country-level Roundtables - Bulgaria 

Success • Proper communication with all the stakeholders; good relation 
between IO-BAS experts and institutions 

• Practical proposals following the discussions (on e.g., 
monitoring, prevention, best practices, etc.) 

Difficulties • Providing a location with enough capacity for 30 people in 
covid situation 

• Bringing together major stakeholders and administrative 
authorities/decision makers from different institutions located 
in distant regions of the country 

Shortcomings • Not enough involvement at institutional level 

• More representatives of local businesses - including tourism – 
should have been present 

Regional and Country-level Roundtables - Serbia 

Success • Proactive participants, their willingness to discuss the 
problems from a practical point of view.  

• Very good media coverage of the event 

Difficulties • Ensuring the attendance of all relevant institutions, 
stakeholders 

Shortcomings • Ensuring the presence of all local representatives from one WM 
region and to provide lecturer from NGO sector experienced in 
implementation of Circular Economy and public 
communication 

Regional and Country-level Roundtables - Romania 

Success • Very active participants 

• Well-known presenters - who triggered other stakeholders’ 
participation 

• Short, but good presentations that kept the attention of the 
audience 

• Attractive event – high rate of acceptance of invitation  

• Proper location 

• The areas represented by the participants were varied and 
balanced 

Difficulties • The date of the event coincided with school year end 
ceremonies, religious feasts and other holidays, which   made 
difficult to attract participants 

• It took a while for the participants to tune in, get in the 
appropriate work mood in order to collaborate efficiently 
together. Some signs of light incompatibility appeared among 
the participants that had to be resolved by the moderator 

Shortcomings • Some invitees could not come 
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Regional and Country-level Roundtables - Slovakia 

Success • The roundtable induced a cooperation between the ASPs 
(Slovak Water Management Enterprise and the NGO Save 
Nature by Civas) 

• Involvement of a professional facilitator 

• Active participation of the participants 

• Effective brainstorming 

• Involvement of various types of stakeholders 

Difficulties • Ensuring the attendance of the relevant stakeholders and 
professionals 
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4. Detected problems 

Hungary 

Main reasons for 
inaccessible data 
regarding waste 
management  

• Missing data reporting procedures in the Ukraine 

• Lack of waste management and other relevant authority in the 
Ukraine (upstream the Tisza) 

• No functioning waste collection in hidden villages upstream 
the Tisza means no responsible waste management and control 

• The state of selective (separated) waste collection is quite 
new in the Transcarpathian regions  

Waste 
management 
problems 

• Public ignorance 

• Lack of knowledge on sorting the recyclable waste 

• little alternatives for storing garbage after landfills get full 

Bulgaria 

Main reasons for 
inaccessible data 
regarding waste 
management 

• Lack of database 

• legislation is in lack of the terms considering River litter and 
Marine litter 

Waste 
management 
problems 

• No sufficient funds for successful management of unregulated 
landfills by the local municipalities (specially villages); 

• Inappropriate attitude of the inhabitants regarding the 
selective collection 

Serbia 

Main reasons for 
inaccessible data 
regarding waste 
management  

• Missing or incomplete data 

• Lack of authority, especially in relation to Public Utilities 
Commission 

• Lack of responsibility for data collection and reporting 

• Corruption 

• Lack of public awareness 

• Lack of financial and technical capacities 

Waste 
management 
problems 

• Biowaste is not included in the separate collections 

• Vast amounts of waste coming from upstream settlements, 
with large accumulation of waste at the lock 

• No funds available for the systematic improvement of the 
waste management system 
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Romania 

Main reasons for 
inaccessible data 
regarding waste 
management 

• Data is accessible (from the COUNTY WASTE MANAGEMENT 
PLAN IN SATU MARE COUNTY for 2019 – 2025) 

Waste 
management 
problems 

• Poor infrastructure regarding the selective waste collection 

• Low public awareness towards the inhabitants regarding the 
selective collection 

Slovakia 

Main reasons for 
inaccessible data 
regarding waste 
management 

• Missing or incomplete data (data is only available for the 

districts on the website of the Statistical Office of the Slovak 

Republic 

Waste 
management 
problems 

• Unsettled land where illegal waste is placed 

• Lack of qualified personnel for waste treatment and water 

quality issues on municipal level 

• Lack of well-functioning waste management system 

• Insufficient number of people for environmental issues 

• Insufficient capacity for processing green waste 

• Shortage in number and capacity of landfills and hazardous 

waste disposals (asbestos) 

• Low public awareness on the negative impact of waste in 

nature, in particular in the marginalised communities, but in 

general in the majority of the population 

• Residents' low awareness of the region's waste management 

system 

• Lack of coordination and organised framework for public 

initiatives 

• Cross-border pollution of waterways 
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5. Recommendations 

The roundtable discussions served as a communication platform for the invited stakeholders 

to be able to formulate their problems and needs on how to improve river water quality in 

their countries.  

According to the partner reports and summaries the most intriguing problems to be solved 

are the establishment of an EU-wide unified database and data collection methodology for 

comparable data, including quality management and supervision built in the system on 

country level and the overall improvement of the waste-management situation in the Danube 

River Basin.  

5.1. Suggestions for the improvement of unified data collection in 

the Danube River Basin and harmonised river protection 

measures  

All the partners agree that a unified methodology with the same categories should be 

elaborated and introduced for monitoring and data collection processes. Moreover, the 

Hungarian partners from HAEE proposed that several monitoring methods should be tested 

and the most effective one – in terms of cost and information – may be adopted by all EU 

member states. The Romanian partners from Multisalva emphasised the need for a strong 

collaboration between the governments under the coordination of EU Commission of waste 

and recycling management. They suggested a jointly prepared standardised database with 

the same objectives and involvement directions. Serbian partners emphasised the need for 

an independent monitoring agency- who verifies the accuracy of the reported waste 

management data in all participating countries. The Slovak partners propounded a 

continuous international monitoring network for tracking water quality and waste situation, 

based on water chemistry and biology. 

The Bulgarian partners – IO-BAS - composed a plan for the uniform data collection: 

• Identification of the water monitoring gaps, and data needs related to integrated 

water modelling and stakeholder decision-making. 

• Establishing an integrated set of fixed and mobile monitoring assets in the water, on 

the ground and in the air. 

• Modelling and visualising the river and marine litter. 

• Integrating a delivery of water quantity, quality, and the use of data. 

• Working with partners and stakeholders to create and publish modern water 

predictions and promote the decision support systems. 

5.2. Proposed activities for the improvement of the waste-

management system 

A very common topic of regional roundtable discussions was the state of local/regional 

waste management system and the potential places of improvement. The following 

suggestions summarise the collected recommendations: 

• Establishing the appropriate infrastructure – probably with the help of EU funds 

- general improvement of waste collection and management services 

• Improving and enforcing the Ukrainian Waste Strategy 
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• Cooperation with Ukraine to improve the cross-border and transnational waste 

management system 

• Strict enforcement of waste management legislation 

• Harmonising the big projects, helping the grassroot projects 

• Raising awareness on waste reduction and selective waste collection – education 

and communication of children and marginalised people and communities 

• Exploring the potential of the Waste Reduction Toolkit developed within the 

project – exploring the possibility of publication 

• Developing a comprehensive and long-term education and awareness-raising 

plan on separate waste collection re-use and prevention 

• Introducing effective sanctions and measures against illegal littering 

• Composing micro-regional solutions for waste management (selective waste 

collection, recycling, reusing) 

• Organising further roundtable discussions with the stakeholders 

• Supporting the tourism sector – in the meanwhile assuring the reduction of its 

negative impact on the environment 

• Fostering the transition to a circular economy 

• Uniform data collection methodology and data reporting methods, introducing a 

transnational monitoring system and a common platform for joint analysis 

• Further harmonisation of EU legislation to ensure river protection measures 

based on clear, comparable, and credible data 

• Measures to decrease the ecological footprint 

• Modelling and visualization of river and marine litter 

• Capacity building (Training the local waste disposal company)  

• Collectors shall be set up for waste-separation by types of pollutants also for 

dangerous waste etc. 

• Establishment of administrative measures for the reduction of illegal landfills 

• Improving the communication between institutions related to waste 

management on all governmental levels 

• Introduction of financial measures for the missing on proper waste segregation 

• Involvement in the development of national waste management and other 

related strategies as stakeholders 

• Involvement of local marginalised communities and schools in river cleanup 

actions to change their mindset and raise awareness about the waste 

• Water management authorities shall receive funds for the elimination of waste 

in the waterways  

• Instalment of innovative technical solutions such as nets and walls for capturing 

waste in the water bodies 

• Expanding of the bottle back-up system, allocating back-up containers in 

municipal offices of smaller settlements, without existing deposit refund 

schemes 

• Establishment of community composters, clothes containers, and collection 

yards 
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6. Follow-up  

6.1. Recommendations for the organisation of future roundtable 

events 

The partners emphasised the importance of the careful choice of the venue, the timing and 

the invitation of the right stakeholders and experts to the event. Representatives of local 

businesses (including tourism), authorities, decision makers, NGOs, governmental and 

municipal organisations, and institutions and last, but not least, the potential future 

sponsors should all be present.  

To make the event more attractive to the invitees the topics have to be relevant in the 

region, comprehensive at both public and institutional level and approached from more 

aspects. The discussion should be more practical than theoretical, the negotiated problems 

should be prioritised. First-hand information is more credible, therefore stakeholders with 

relevant experience and knowledge should be invited as speakers. It is also important to 

invite key lecturers with advanced communication skills and expertise. The participation of 

some key stakeholders or a well-known presenter allures more stakeholders as listeners. A 

side event, like a cleanup, a site-visit or a fieldtrip could be engaging as well. 

Extensive, but intriguing and shorter presentations make the information more 

comprehensible, and the audience won’t be lost. A good moderator, who is well informed, 

an expert on environmental issues, but has a healthy sense of humor as well, shall be put in 

charge. A pleasant atmosphere promotes active involvement of the participants throughout 

the discussions.  

To pin a common goal is essential. The active share of concerns and recommendations by all 

participants are important. The attendees should be as involved in the programs as possible. 

Promoting the cooperation, the networking and the brainstorming of the participants by 

letting them work in smaller groups with clearly defined tasks supports the engagement of 

the stakeholders. Gamification helps and the facilitators can motivate the participants to 

talk and ask. Making the attendees work in groups and enabling the networking may lead to 

future cooperation. Introduction of various examples of good practices with an assessment 

of the previous and subsequent situation in the field, the time frame and the financial 

aspects of the transition could also be put in the centre of the co-creation session of a 

roundtable. The co-creation part of the agenda needs careful planning- if it is left to the 

end of the day- some less enthusiastic participants may vanish. 

A thorough memo is essential both for the follow-up procedure and the press releases. Mood 

videos can also be used as a marketing tool for further promotion of the event.  
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6.2. Recommendations for the follow-up procedure, the 

continuation of the project and the ensuring of partnership and 

cooperation between the stakeholders 

Further projects and funding is necessary for the elimination and prevention of pollution by 

identifying and monitoring pollution and the state of the natural environment. Modern 

equipment and various technical solutions shall be applied for the analysis of riverine 

microplastics concentration and the removal of floating macroplastic waste. 

Cooperation and the exchange of experiences and best practices should be realised both on 

national and on international level, which could be supported by a common platform. 

Transboundary cooperation may be endorsed, NGOs should join their forces, initiatives 

should be encouraged and the public should be involved and familiarised with the problems. 

Due to the lack of communal waste management at some remote settlements Ukraine proves 

to be considerable source of riverine pollution surfacing in downstream countries; therefore, 

emphasis must be placed on the improvement of the waste management situation in the 

country, especially with regard to the increased number of inhabitants fleeing from war-

struck regions of the Ukraine. Partnership and a collaboration with Ukraine is essential for 

achieving considerable results. 

 Furthermore, there should be a reciprocity with the legislation: project outputs must be 

aligned with the regulatory environment, but proposals for legislative improvement and the 

control and monitoring system should also be defined.  

Networking and keeping in touch with the attendees of the workshops is highly important 

for future events and cooperation. Connections are valuable; therefore, the networks should 

be enhanced by regularly organised workshops, roundtables and meetings. Feedback on each 

roundtable was positive, participants were willing to get involved in further programs.  

Awareness raising must address stakeholders of all types. Regarding the residents, children 

are important targets of such campaigns. Kindergartens and educational institutions may be 

involved in the future, as well as private and public institutions that enable the connection 

to the local people, besides the authorities and the organisations, the general public is a key 

target group that has to cooperate in the initiatives. Within current project the FLEX 

Exhibition served as the main awareness raising tool to disseminate project results towards 

the general public.  
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7. Photo documentation and mood videos 

Country Regional National 

Hungary 13.09.2021 22.06.2022 

Bulgaria 22.10.2021 21.07.2022 

Serbia 24.11.2021 27.05.2022 

Romania 08.06.2022 29.09.2022 

Slovakia 28.06.2022 11.10.2022 

 

7.1. Hungarian regional roundtable discussion – HAEE - 13.09.2021 

  

  

The mood video on the Tisza Roundtable of the 13th September 2021, organized by HAEE is 

available here: https://youtu.be/7FPKnpCUrVs 

 

https://youtu.be/7FPKnpCUrVs
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7.2. Hungarian country-level roundtable – HAEE - 22.06.2022 
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7.3. Bulgarian regional roundtable – IO-BAS – 22.10.2021. 

  

  
 

The mood video on the Bulgarian regional roundtable is available here: International 

projects – Институт по океанология "Фритьоф Нансен" (io-bas.bg) 

http://io-bas.bg/en/international-projects/
http://io-bas.bg/en/international-projects/
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7.4. Bulgarian country-level roundtable – IO-BAS - 21.07.2022 

  

  
 

7.5. Serbian regional roundtable – UNS – 24.11.2021. 
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7.6. Serbian country-level roundtable – UNS – 27.05.2022. 

  

 

 
 

The mood video on the Serbian roundtable in Becej is available here: 

https://1drv.ms/v/s!AtjUcK9fJ0GIgtkfWsDYlPC_cgatgw?e=ibJkHQ 

 

https://1drv.ms/v/s!AtjUcK9fJ0GIgtkfWsDYlPC_cgatgw?e=ibJkHQ
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7.7. Romanian regional roundtable – Multisalva – 08.06.2022. 
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7.8. Romanian country-level roundtable – Multisalva - 29.09.2022 
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7.9. Slovak regional roundtable – ASRD – 28.06.22 

  

  
 

7.10. Slovak country-level roundtable – ASRD - 11.10.2022 
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1.  Appendix 

7.1. Agenda  

 

7.1.1. Hungarian regional roundtable discussion – HAEE - 13.09.2021 
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7.1.2. Hungarian country-level roundtable – HAEE - 22.06.2022 
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7.1.3. Bulgarian regional roundtable – IO-BAS – 22.10.2021. 
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7.1.4. Bulgarian country-level roundtable – IO-BAS - 21.07.2022 
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7.1.5. Serbian regional roundtable – UNS – 24.11.2021. 
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7.1.6. Serbian country-level roundtable – UNS – 27.05.2022. 
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7.1.7. Romanian regional roundtable – Multisalva – 08.06.2022. 
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7.1.8. Romanian country-level roundtable – Multisalva - 29.09.2022 
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7.1.9. Slovak regional roundtable – ASRD – 28.06.22 
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7.1.10. Slovak country-level roundtable – ASRD - 11.10.2022 
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7.2. Attendance sheet 

7.2.1. Hungarian regional roundtable discussion – HAEE - 13.09.2021 
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7.2.2. Hungarian country-level roundtable – HAEE - 22.06.2022 
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7.2.3. Bulgarian regional roundtable – IO-BAS – 22.10.2021. 
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7.2.4. Bulgarian country-level roundtable – IO-BAS - 21.07.2022 
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7.2.5. Serbian regional roundtable – UNS – 24.11.2021. 
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7.2.6. Serbian country-level roundtable – UNS – 27.05.2022. 
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7.2.7. Romanian regional roundtable – Multisalva – 08.06.2022. 

1st module  
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2nd module  
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7.2.8. Romanian country-level roundtable – Multisalva - 29.09.2022 
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7.2.9.  Slovak regional roundtable – ASRD – 28.06.2022 
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7.2.10.  Slovak country-level roundtable – ASRD - 11.10.2022 
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8. Press releases  

Hungary 

Name of press Link to the press release 

Eionet  https://eionet.kormany.hu/tiszta-tisza-boldog-bodrog 

Infostart https://infostart.hu/belfold/2021/09/15/9-tonna-szemet-4-
nap-alatt-ujfent-kitettek-magukert-a-pet-kupa-resztvevoi 

Bulgaria 

Name of press Link to the press release 

BG National TV 
(BNT) - Ruse 

https://bnt.bg/news/mashtabno-mezhdunarodno-prouchvane-
za-zamarsyavaneto-na-reka-dunav-s-plastmasovi-otpadaci-
v300595-296829news.html  

Екип на ИО-БАН, 
съвместно с 
експерти от BOKU 
Австрия и 
Лаборатории  
WESSLING извърши 
за първи път в р. 
Дунав (в района на 
Русе – Гюргево и 
Тутракан), 
пробонабиране за 
микропластмаси 
по три метода  по 
проект «Следвайте 
пластмасата от 
източника до 
морето: Тиса – 
Дунав, интегриран 
план за действие 
за премахване на 
пластмасовото 
замърсяване на 
реките», Tid(y)Up, 
Дунавска 
програма,  

http://io-
bas.bg/2021/07/14/%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%be%d0%b2%d0%b0%d1%
82%d0%b8%d0%b2%d0%bd%d0%be-
%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%be%d1%83%d1%87%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0
%b5-%d0%bd%d0%b0-
%d0%b7%d0%b0%d0%bc%d1%8a%d1%80%d1%81%d1%8f%d0%b2%d0
%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5/ 

http://www.interreg-danube.eu/approved-projects/tid-y-up.  

Serbia 

Name of press Link to the press release 

Blic I DRUGI GRADOVI ZASLUŽUJU ŠTO NOVI SAD IMA Novosadsko 
kompostilište pravi primer brige o životnoj sredini (blic.rs)  

Novosti OD OTPADA KOMPOST: "Gradsko zelenilo" u Novom Sadu 
sakuplja biomasu sa 550 hektara, ne zagađujući sredinu 
(novosti.rs)  

NsUzivo Naučnici i Fakultet tehničkih nauka saglasni u jednom: 

Novosadsko kompostilište primer za druge gradove | NSU 

(nsuzivo.rs) 

https://eionet.kormany.hu/tiszta-tisza-boldog-bodrog
https://infostart.hu/belfold/2021/09/15/9-tonna-szemet-4-nap-alatt-ujfent-kitettek-magukert-a-pet-kupa-resztvevoi
https://infostart.hu/belfold/2021/09/15/9-tonna-szemet-4-nap-alatt-ujfent-kitettek-magukert-a-pet-kupa-resztvevoi
https://bnt.bg/news/mashtabno-mezhdunarodno-prouchvane-za-zamarsyavaneto-na-reka-dunav-s-plastmasovi-otpadaci-v300595-296829news.html
https://bnt.bg/news/mashtabno-mezhdunarodno-prouchvane-za-zamarsyavaneto-na-reka-dunav-s-plastmasovi-otpadaci-v300595-296829news.html
https://bnt.bg/news/mashtabno-mezhdunarodno-prouchvane-za-zamarsyavaneto-na-reka-dunav-s-plastmasovi-otpadaci-v300595-296829news.html
http://io-bas.bg/2021/07/14/%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%be%d0%b2%d0%b0%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%b2%d0%bd%d0%be-%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%be%d1%83%d1%87%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5-%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d0%b7%d0%b0%d0%bc%d1%8a%d1%80%d1%81%d1%8f%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5/
http://io-bas.bg/2021/07/14/%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%be%d0%b2%d0%b0%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%b2%d0%bd%d0%be-%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%be%d1%83%d1%87%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5-%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d0%b7%d0%b0%d0%bc%d1%8a%d1%80%d1%81%d1%8f%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5/
http://io-bas.bg/2021/07/14/%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%be%d0%b2%d0%b0%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%b2%d0%bd%d0%be-%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%be%d1%83%d1%87%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5-%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d0%b7%d0%b0%d0%bc%d1%8a%d1%80%d1%81%d1%8f%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5/
http://io-bas.bg/2021/07/14/%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%be%d0%b2%d0%b0%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%b2%d0%bd%d0%be-%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%be%d1%83%d1%87%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5-%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d0%b7%d0%b0%d0%bc%d1%8a%d1%80%d1%81%d1%8f%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5/
http://io-bas.bg/2021/07/14/%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%be%d0%b2%d0%b0%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%b2%d0%bd%d0%be-%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%be%d1%83%d1%87%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5-%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d0%b7%d0%b0%d0%bc%d1%8a%d1%80%d1%81%d1%8f%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5/
http://io-bas.bg/2021/07/14/%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%be%d0%b2%d0%b0%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%b2%d0%bd%d0%be-%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%be%d1%83%d1%87%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5-%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d0%b7%d0%b0%d0%bc%d1%8a%d1%80%d1%81%d1%8f%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5/
http://io-bas.bg/2021/07/14/%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%be%d0%b2%d0%b0%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%b2%d0%bd%d0%be-%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%be%d1%83%d1%87%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5-%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d0%b7%d0%b0%d0%bc%d1%8a%d1%80%d1%81%d1%8f%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5/
http://www.interreg-danube.eu/approved-projects/tid-y-up
https://www.blic.rs/vesti/novi-sad/i-drugi-gradovi-zasluzuju-sto-novi-sad-ima-novosadsko-kompostiliste-pravi-primer/3f83j7t
https://www.blic.rs/vesti/novi-sad/i-drugi-gradovi-zasluzuju-sto-novi-sad-ima-novosadsko-kompostiliste-pravi-primer/3f83j7t
https://www.novosti.rs/srbija/vesti/1121291/otpada-kompost-gradsko-zelenilo-novom-sadu-sakuplja-biomasu-550-hektara-zagadjujuci-sredinu
https://www.novosti.rs/srbija/vesti/1121291/otpada-kompost-gradsko-zelenilo-novom-sadu-sakuplja-biomasu-550-hektara-zagadjujuci-sredinu
https://www.novosti.rs/srbija/vesti/1121291/otpada-kompost-gradsko-zelenilo-novom-sadu-sakuplja-biomasu-550-hektara-zagadjujuci-sredinu
https://nsuzivo.rs/istaknuto/naucnici-i-fakultet-tehnickih-nauka-saglasni-u-jednom-novosadsko-kompostiliste-primer-za-druge-gradove
https://nsuzivo.rs/istaknuto/naucnici-i-fakultet-tehnickih-nauka-saglasni-u-jednom-novosadsko-kompostiliste-primer-za-druge-gradove
https://nsuzivo.rs/istaknuto/naucnici-i-fakultet-tehnickih-nauka-saglasni-u-jednom-novosadsko-kompostiliste-primer-za-druge-gradove
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Vojvodina uživo 
 

Naučnici zadovoljni radom kompostilišta novosadskog 
“Gradskog zelenila”, predložiće ga kao uzor drugim gradovima 
u Srbiji | Vojvodina uživo (vojvodinauzivo.rs) 

Novosadsko kompostilište primer za druge gradove | Vojvodina 

uživo (vojvodinauzivo.rs) 

Vesti.rs Kompostilište novosadskog 'Gradskog zеlеnila' kao uzor drugim 
gradovima u Srbiji (vesti.rs) 

Naslovi.net I drugi gradovi zaslužuju što novi SAD ima: Novosadsko 
kompostilište pravi primer brige o životnoj sredini - Naslovi.net 

BALKAN TV Naučnici zadovoljni radom kompostilišta novosadskog 

„Gradskog zelenila“, predložiće ga kao uzor drugim gradovima 

u Srbiji – BALKAN TV NOVI SAD 

Objektiv24 Novosadsko kompostilište primer za druge gradove | 

Objektiv24 

Novosadska TV Novosadsko kompostilište primer za druge gradove 

(vojvodjanski.com) 

„Gradsko zelenilo” primer uspešne primene savremenih 

tehnologija (vojvodjanski.com) 

Romania 

Name of press Link to the press release 

Gazeta de Nord - 
Vest 

https://www.gazetanord-vest.ro/2022/06/fotogalerie-masa-
rotunda-cu-tema-macro-si-micro-plasticele-factori-de-risc-
pentru-mediu-si-
sanatate/?fbclid=IwAR3hriOaHE4Qrr12xYlPg0miGVuo8yuDndVm
OoQ-Ncdp7fUBeEJ0fcAagMQ` 

szatmar.ro  https://www.szatmar.ro/a-muanyagszennyezes-karos-
hatasairol-tartottak-kerekasztal-
beszelgetest/?fbclid=IwAR2KBkZ3jzozQDzpW8VxnALwfbfmqS6R
AiA1jIOkA2EkbAoLFoMOv5BH0Zg 

 

 

 

https://vojvodinauzivo.rs/naucnici-zadovoljni-radom-kompostilista-novosadskog-gradskog-zelenila-predlozice-ga-kao-uzor-drugim-gradovima-u-srbiji/
https://vojvodinauzivo.rs/naucnici-zadovoljni-radom-kompostilista-novosadskog-gradskog-zelenila-predlozice-ga-kao-uzor-drugim-gradovima-u-srbiji/
https://vojvodinauzivo.rs/naucnici-zadovoljni-radom-kompostilista-novosadskog-gradskog-zelenila-predlozice-ga-kao-uzor-drugim-gradovima-u-srbiji/
https://vojvodinauzivo.rs/novosadsko-kompostiliste-primer-za-druge-gradove/
https://vojvodinauzivo.rs/novosadsko-kompostiliste-primer-za-druge-gradove/
https://www.vesti.rs/Vojvodina/Kompostiliste-novosadskog-Gradskog-zlnila-kao-uzor-drugim-gradovima-u-Srbiji.html
https://www.vesti.rs/Vojvodina/Kompostiliste-novosadskog-Gradskog-zlnila-kao-uzor-drugim-gradovima-u-Srbiji.html
https://naslovi.net/2022-05-28/blic/i-drugi-gradovi-zasluzuju-sto-novi-sad-ima-novosadsko-kompostiliste-pravi-primer-brige-o-zivotnoj-sredini/30697975
https://naslovi.net/2022-05-28/blic/i-drugi-gradovi-zasluzuju-sto-novi-sad-ima-novosadsko-kompostiliste-pravi-primer-brige-o-zivotnoj-sredini/30697975
https://balkantv.rs/ugs-nezavisnost-nije-postignut-dogovor-oko-povecanja-minimalne-cene-rada-za-2021-godinu/
https://balkantv.rs/ugs-nezavisnost-nije-postignut-dogovor-oko-povecanja-minimalne-cene-rada-za-2021-godinu/
https://balkantv.rs/ugs-nezavisnost-nije-postignut-dogovor-oko-povecanja-minimalne-cene-rada-za-2021-godinu/
https://objektiv24.rs/novosadsko-kompostiliste-primer-za-druge-gradove/
https://objektiv24.rs/novosadsko-kompostiliste-primer-za-druge-gradove/
https://vojvodjanski.com/novosadskatv/poljoprivreda/2022/05/27/novosadsko-kompostiliste-primer-za-druge-gradove
https://vojvodjanski.com/novosadskatv/poljoprivreda/2022/05/27/novosadsko-kompostiliste-primer-za-druge-gradove
https://vojvodjanski.com/novosadskatv/drustvo/2022/05/31/gradsko-zelenilo-primer-uspesne-primene-savremenih-tehnologija
https://vojvodjanski.com/novosadskatv/drustvo/2022/05/31/gradsko-zelenilo-primer-uspesne-primene-savremenih-tehnologija

